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• Add right-handed (sterile) neutrinos Ni 

!

•      What is the mass scale M?

SEESAW MECHANISM
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Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)
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• Add right-handed (sterile) neutrinos Ni 

!

•      What is the mass scale M?

SEESAW MECHANISM

M ~ 1014 GeV,  y~O(1)         
GUT scale seesaw         
natural numbers         

hopeless phenomenology

M ~ GeV,  y~O(10-7)                      
low scale seesaw                 

unnatural numbers         
rich phenomenology
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If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)



Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (νMSM)

extensively studied, explains 
neutrino masses, baryon 
asymmetry, and dark matter. 
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Benchmark h�i Y diag (X ) ma (eV) ms ⌦sh
2

A 79.4 PeV

0

@
�0.59 �1.44 1⇥ 10�4

0.65 �3.91 �6⇥ 10�5

3.94 �3.06 2⇥ 10�5

1

A
1.95
1.74

0.000014

0.049
0.0087

2.4⇥ 10�6

1.2 GeV
1.1 GeV
8.7 keV

0.059

B 85.1 PeV

0

@
�0.69 �1.28 9⇥ 10�10

0.18 �3.69 �5⇥ 10�10

3.28 �3.22 2⇥ 10�10

1

A
1.66
1.51
0.85

0.049
0.0087

3⇥ 10�21

1.2 GeV
1.1 GeV
617 MeV

0.11

TABLE I: The two benchmark scenarios. Both use M⇤ = MGUT = 1016 GeV and tan� = 2, corresponding to hH0
ui = 155.63

GeV. Benchmark A contains a keV scale warm dark matter candidate produced through the DW mechanism. Benchmark B
consists of a GeV scale candidate produced through freeze-in from � decay.
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• traditional approach: Dodelson-Widrow mechanism: produced via 
active-sterile oscillation due to mixing with active neutrinos 

• if at keV scale, can be (warm) dark matter 

!

!

• recent observational motivation: 3.5 keV X-ray signal! 

• constrained by X-ray line searches (gives upper bound) and Lyman-
alpha measurements (gives lower bound) [together, these now rule out 
the DW mechanism]
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be obtained by coupling the Ni to other fields charged
under the U(1)0. Introducing an exotic field � that car-
ries the opposite charge under U(1)0, one is allowed the
following higher dimensional operators in the superpo-
tential:

W � y

M⇤
LHuN

c�+
x

M⇤
N cN c��. (3)

Here x and y are dimensionless O(1) couplings (neglect-
ing possible flavor structure for now), and M⇤ is the scale
at which this e↵ective theory needs to be UV completed
with new physics, such as the scale of grand unification
MGUT or the Planck scale MP . Here we have ignored the
(LHu)2/M⇤ term that is of the same order as it is not
large enough to produce the active neutrino mass scale,
but we note that it can provide the dominant contribu-
tion to the mass of the lightest active neutrino.

If the scalar component of � obtains a vev at the PeV
scale, presumably from the same mechanism that breaks
supersymmetry, this breaks the U(1)0 and (after Hu also
acquires a vev) leads to the following active-sterile Dirac
mass and sterile Majorana mass scales

mD =
yh�ihH0

ui
M⇤

, mM =
xh�i2
M⇤

. (4)

This results in a modified seesaw mechanism, arising en-
tirely from higher dimensional operators. Below the elec-
troweak scale, the e↵ective theory maps onto the ⌫MSM
with the following sterile and active neutrino mass scales:

ms = mM =
xh�i2
M⇤

,

ma =
m2

D

mM
=

y2hH0
ui2

xM⇤
. (5)

Note that the two scales are related as

ms =
1

ma

✓
yh�ihH0

ui
M⇤

◆2

. (6)

Fixing the parameters of the theory also determines the
mixing angle between the active and sterile sectors:

✓ ⇡
r

ma

ms
=

yhH0
ui

xh�i . (7)

Figure 1 shows possible active-sterile mass scale com-
binations that result from this framework with M⇤ =
MGUT (=1016 GeV), tan� =2 (hH0

ui=155.6 GeV), and
0.001<x< 2 for various values of yh�i. This exer-
cise suggests that both an active neutrino mass scale
of

p
2.3⇥ 10�3 eV2 ⇠ 0.05 eV, necessary for consis-

tency with atmospheric oscillation data �m2
atm = 2.3 ⇥

10�3 eV2, and a sterile neutrino mass scale of O(keV-
GeV), necessary for consistency with dark matter and
cosmological observations, can emerge naturally in this
framework.

10-3 10-2 10-1 1

1
101
102
103
104
105
106

ma HeVL

m
s
HkeV
L

100 TeV
1 PeV

10 PeV

100 PeV

1000 PeV

FIG. 1: Active and sterile neutrino mass scales for various
choices of yh�i, with M⇤ = MGUT , tan� = 2 (hH0

ui =
155.6 GeV), and 0.001<x< 2. The dashed vertical line at
ma = 0.05 eV is the active neutrino mass scale necessary
for consistency with atmospheric oscillation data �m2

atm =
2.3⇥ 10�3 eV2.

DARK MATTER AND COSMOLOGICAL
CONSTRAINTS

Sterile neutrinos are constrained by several cosmolog-
ical and direct observations, which require careful treat-
ment. This section provides a brief overview to demon-
strate consistency with these constraints and the viabil-
ity of dark matter; a more extensive and comprehensive
study will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
We denote the sterile neutrino dark matter candidate

by N1. As N1 couples extremely weakly to the SM fields
and is never in thermal equilibrium in the early Uni-
verse, its relic abundance is not set by thermal freeze-out.
Under various conditions, our framework allows multiple
production mechanisms for N1.
Active-sterile mixing: Production through active-

sterile oscillation at low temperatures, known as the
Dodelson-Widrow (DW) mechanism [18], is an inevitable
consequence of mixing with the active neutrinos, and is
known to produce warm dark matter with relic density
approximately [18–23]

⌦Ni ⇠ 0.2

✓
sin2✓

3⇥ 10�9

◆⇣ ms

3 keV

⌘1.8
. (8)

Compared to WIMP-motivated cold dark matter (CDM)
models, a warm dark matter component might be favor-
able for a resolution of recent puzzles such as the core vs.
cusp problem and the “too big to fail” problem [24, 25].
A combination of X-ray bounds [26–30] and Lyman-alpha
forest data [23, 31, 32] now rule out the prospect of all of
dark matter being made up of N1 produced in this man-
ner. However, N1 produced through the DW mechanism
can still constitute a significant fraction of the dark mat-
ter abundance; an analysis in [32] showed that ms � 5
keV warm component constituting  60% of the total

STERILE NEUTRINO AS DARK MATTER



STERILE NEUTRINO AS DARK MATTER
Shi-Fuller mechanism  

• Presence of lepton chemical  potential in plasma can lead to resonantly amplified 
production of N1. Colder non thermal distribution, evades Lyman-alpha bounds 

• extremely fine-tuned

�7

Freeze-out  

• additional gauge interactions lead to equilibrium and freeze-out, overproduced 
abundance fixed by entropy dilution 

• potential tension from BBN constraints

Freeze-in*  

• feeble coupling to some (BSM) particle in the thermal bath leads to gradual 
production over the history of the Universe. even colder!

*unrelated to active-sterile mixing

Alternatives:
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from Roland, Shakya, Wells, 1412.4791 [hep-ph] 

PARAMETER SPACE FOR STERILE NEUTRINOS
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from Roland, Shakya, Wells, 1412.4791 [hep-ph] 

PARAMETER SPACE FOR STERILE NEUTRINOS

Abazajian, 1705.01837
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PARAMETER SPACE FOR STERILE NEUTRINOS

from 1504.04855
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PARAMETER SPACE FOR STERILE NEUTRINOS

NOTE: All of these properties/constraints/projections assume 
“traditional” sterile neutrino interactions, ie mixing with active 

neutrino and subsequent electroweak interactions…
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NEED FOR “NEW” PHYSICS  
IN THE NEUTRINO SECTOR !

 (WITH LIGHT STERILE NEUTRINOS)

“unnatural” parameters in the (sterile) neutrino sector: 

• keV/GeV scale masses for sterile neutrinos 

• tiny Yukawa couplings ( y~10-7 ) 

• production of sterile neutrino DM beyond DW

Hints of an underlying structure?
additional structure? new particles? new symmetries?



• Recall: traditional seesaw requires
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“STRUCTURE” IN THE NEUTRINO SECTOR

Naively: GUT/Planck scale

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)



• Recall: traditional seesaw requires
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• Assume RH neutrinos charged under some new symmetry: U(1)’: 
forbids Majorana mass term.

Naively: GUT/Planck scale

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)

“STRUCTURE” IN THE NEUTRINO SECTOR

• If other SM fields also charged under this (e.g. some variant of lepton number), 
Dirac mass term still allowed; otherwise, the Dirac mass term is also forbidden. 

• Assume U(1)’ spontaneously broken by the vev of some scalar field. 

• If gauged, gauge boson around the scale of symmetry breaking.                                   
If global, massless Goldstone boson.
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CASE STUDY: MAJORON MODEL

• U(1)L or U(1)B-L, with L(σ)= -2. σ gets a vev f to spontaneously break the symmetry 

!

!

• Sterile neutrinos get mass ~λ f 

• J can get a small mass from gravitational effects or explicit symmetry breaking 
terms 

• J couples to neutrinos, resulting in “exotic” decays such as N → Jν, J → ν ν 

• J couplings suppressed by mν/f, can be sufficiently long-lived to be dark matter 

•  

Goldstone boson 
(``Majoron”)
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A MODIFIED NEUTRINO SECTOR
• Consider the variation where none of the SM fields are charged under the U(1)’. Dirac mass term 

is also forbidden.  

• Introduce an exotic field φ with equal and opposite charge to N. The leading order gauge 
invariant term is 

!

• This generates a Dirac mass once h and φ both get vevs

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)
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A MODIFIED NEUTRINO SECTOR
• Consider the variation where none of the SM fields are charged under the U(1)’. Dirac mass term 

is also forbidden.  

• Introduce an exotic field φ with equal and opposite charge to N. The leading order gauge 
invariant term is 

!

• This generates a Dirac mass once h and φ both get vevs

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)

• Motivation: Think of (Nφ) as a hidden sector analog of (Lh). ``Real” RHN 
mass at scale Λ,  integrated out. Seesaw is high scale, yet a low energy 
effective seesaw relation materializes between N and L! 

• Lepton number broken at a much higher scale; decouple the scale of 
lepton number breaking from the scale of Majorana masses for RHNs
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A MODIFIED NEUTRINO SECTOR
• Consider the variation where none of the SM fields are charged under the U(1)’. Dirac mass term 

is also forbidden.  

• Introduce an exotic field φ with equal and opposite charge to N. The leading order gauge 
invariant term is 

!

• This generates a Dirac mass once h and φ both get vevs

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)

• Motivation: Think of (Nφ) as a hidden sector analog of (Lh). ``Real” RHN 
mass at scale Λ,  integrated out. Seesaw is high scale, yet a low energy 
effective seesaw relation materializes between N and L! 

• Lepton number broken at a much higher scale; decouple the scale of 
lepton number breaking from the scale of Majorana masses for RHNs

• ASIDE/BONUS: With the right choice of parameters, φ decays can lead to 
freeze-in production of sterile neutrino dark matter with the correct relic density!                
( Roland, Shakya, Wells, 1412.4791 [hep-ph] )
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A MODIFIED NEUTRINO SECTOR
• Consider the variation where none of the SM fields are charged under the U(1)’. Dirac mass term 

is also forbidden.  

• Introduce an exotic field φ with equal and opposite charge to N. The leading order gauge 
invariant term is 

!

• This generates a Dirac mass once h and φ both get vevs

Exotic Signals in the Sterile Neutrino Sector

Preliminary notes on the phenomenology associated with a light pseudo-Goldstone from a broken
global U(1)0 (unrelated to lepton number) in the neutrino sector.

MOTIVATION

Light sterile neutrinos below the electroweak scale are
well motivated by many arguments (dark matter, lepto-
genesis etc) and are being searched for at a variety of
experiments. The searches are performed in the tradi-
tional decay channels induced by the mixing of the active
and sterile sectors as dictated by the seesaw mechanism.
However, the natural mass scale of Majorana neutrinos
is at the UV cuto↵ scale (GUT or Planck), so if they are
light, this is indicative of some deeper structure in the
sterile neutrino sectors, such as some protecting symme-
try that keeps their masses at a low scale. This structure
can also give rise to other light degrees of freedom in the
neutrino sector, and consequently new decay channels for
sterile neutrinos, which can completely change their phe-
nomenology. We would like to study this possibility.

Motivate from hidden sectors. Even if GUT scale see-
saw, if neutrino-like fields in hidden sectors exist, inte-
grating out the GUT scale neutrinos generates a low en-
ergy e↵ective seesaw! Plausible to have additional struc-
ture there.

FRAMEWORK

The operators traditionally associated with right-
handed, sterile neutrinos are the Dirac and Majorana
masses:

L � yijLihNj +MiN̄
c
i Ni. (1)

When M � yhhi, this setup give rise to the familiar
seesaw mechanism, resulting in active neutrino masses

ma ⇠ (y hhi)2
M . If the mass scale M is light enough to

be phenomenologically interesting, this is indicative of
a protective symmetry that prevents it from being at
the UV-cuto↵ scale of the theory (e.g. GUT or Planck
scale). We consider the case where the Ni are charged
under some BSM symmetry. Many papers have consid-
ered the case where this symmetry is related to lepton
number, e.g. a global or gauged U(1)B�L; in this case,
the allowed/phenomenologically relevant operators are

L � yijLihNj + xi�N̄
c
i Ni + �(H†H)�2 + V (�). (2)

such that the Dirac mass term is unchanged, but the Ma-
jorana mass term is obtained after the new field � gets a
vev that breaks U(1)B�L, giving rise to the Goldstone of
the broken (global) symmetry, the Majoron. Several pa-
pers have been devoted to the study of the phenomenol-
ogy of such ”Majoron” models.

The U(1)B�L is appealing but by no means the only
possibility. We consider instead a global symmetry U(1)0

that the Ni (but none of the SM fields) are charged un-
der. This forbids the Dirac as well as Majorana mass
terms in the above equations. However, with an oppo-
sitely charged �, we can write down the higher dimen-
sional operator

L � 1

⇤
LhN� (3)

which, once � gets a vev, reproduces the Dirac mass term.
Here ⇤ is some UV-cuto↵ scale. To keep things general,
we do not explicitly write down a term that gives rise to
the Majorana mass term, and take the sterile neutrino
mass M to be a free parameter instead. Spontaneous
breaking of the U(1)0 with h�i gives rise to a light pseudo-
Goldstone ⇢, which inherits the couplings of �; its mass
depends on details of the underlying model (explicit soft
term, or from quantum gravity), but for generality we
also take this mass m⇢ to be a free parameter.

PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenology depends on four free parame-
ters: h�i, ⇤, m⇢,M (other phenomenologically relevant
parameters are m� and its mixing with the SM Higgs,
but these are only tangentially relevant to neutrino phe-
nomenology and we ignore these for now).
If m⇢ <M , we have a new, “exotic” decay channel for

the sterile neutrino into the pseudo-Goldstone and an
active neutrino, N ! ⇢⌫. This has a decay width (as-
suming m⇢ ⌧ M)

�(N ! ⇢⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2

M (4)

where hhi=174GeV is the SM Higgs vev. If this width is
su�ciently large, this exotic decay channel of the sterile
neutrino can compete with the traditional decay chan-
nels induced by active-sterile mixing. In Fig. 1, we plot
the value of the UV-cuto↵ ⇤ as a function of the sterile
neutrino mass M below which this decay channel domi-
nates (assuming the seesaw relation holds); this seems to
occur for a significant part of parameter space.
Likewise, if ⇢ is heavier than the active neutrinos, it

can decay into a pair of active neutrinos, ⇢ ! ⌫⌫. The
decay width for this process is

�(⇢ ! ⌫⌫) =
1

16⇡

✓
hhi
⇤

◆2
m⌫

M
m⇢, (5)

• Write φ=(<φ>+φ+iρ)/ sqrt(2).  

• ρ is the Goldstone. Note: NOT a Majoron (has nothing to do with breaking 
of lepton number!) 

• Different operator/scales from the Marojon setup; can have different decay 
widths/lifetimes. 

• Free parameters: Λ, <φ>, M, mρ
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MODIFYING BOUNDS FROM BBN
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• Blue: Cutoff scale below which exotic decay channel of 
sterile neutrino dominates over traditional channels 

• Red: Cutoff below which BBN bounds can be evaded
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EXOTIC STERILE NEUTRINO PHENOMENOLOGY 

COSMOLOGY

• Modify BBN bounds on sterile neutrinos: seesaw neutrinos can be lighter! 

• Late injection of active neutrinos into the Universe from Goldstone decays 

• Contributions to Neff, at both BBN and CMB 

• CMB imprints: Goldstone bosons recouple to cosmic neutrinos after nucleosynthesis, affect the 
acoustic oscillations of the electron-photon fluid during the eV era. Deviations in Neff and for the 
multipole of the n'th CMB peak at large n.

Chacko, Hall, Okui, Oliver PRD 70 (2004) 085008
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EXOTIC STERILE NEUTRINO PHENOMENOLOGY 

DARK MATTER

• Traditional decay rates not affected (above X-ray bounds do not change). 

• New production mechanism for sterile neutrino dark matter production: 
Goldstone decay! 

• If dark matter is some other species that couples only to sterile neutrinos: 
possibly dominant neutrino-rich final state signals (e.g. at IceCube)
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EXOTIC STERILE NEUTRINO PHENOMENOLOGY 

DIRECT SEARCHES

• Traditional decay modes suppressed if decay mode into Goldstone 
dominant: above ``reaches” disappear! 

• Tree level decays into neutrinos invisible, but loop level decays might give 
signals (e.g. into e+e-) that can be searched for.  

• If Goldstone lighter than the heaviest active neutrino, exotic decay modes for 
known neutrinos!
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STERILE NEUTRINO 
!

DARK MATTER  
+ 

(HIGH SCALE) 
SUPERSYMMETRY

B. Shakya, J. D. Wells                    
Phys.Rev. D96 (2017) no.3, 031702 



STERILE NEUTRINO DARK MATTER 
FROM FREEZE-IN

Basic ingredients
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Sterile Neutrino Dark Matter with Supersymmetry

Bibhushan Shakya and James D. Wells
1
Michigan Center for Theoretical Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor MI 48109, USA

Sterile neutrino dark matter remains a popular alternative to the WIMP paradigm. If the un-
derlying theory is supersymmetric, we show that its superpartner, the sterile sneutrino, can play a
crucial role in early Universe cosmology, giving rise to several interesting features that are not pos-
sible in the non-supersymmetric framework. In scenarios of freeze-in production of sterile neutrino
dark matter, we demonstrate that sterile sneutrino decays can be the dominant source of produc-
tion of cold, warm, or hot sterile neutrino dark matter, or produce relativistic sterile neutrinos with
contributions to the e↵ective number of relativistic degrees of freedom during BBN large enough to
be confirmed by future measurements.

MOTIVATION

Generating neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism
requires the existence of right handed, sterile neutrinos.
Although two sterile neutrinos are su�cient to generate
the two mass splittings needed to explain the solar and
atmospheric oscillation data, it is reasonable to posit the
existence of a third, in parallel with the known three gen-
erations of quarks and leptons. This third sterile neutrino
is thus a well motivated candidate for dark matter. In the
Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (⌫MSM) [2–4], the re-
quired relic abundance through its small mixing with the
active neutrinos via the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism [1]
for keV scale masses. However, this possibility has now
been ruled out by a combination of X-ray and Lyman-
alpha measurements [4–12].

An alternate production mechanism for sterile neu-
trino dark matter (henceforth referred to as N1), which
does not rely on any active-sterile mixing, is the freeze-
in mechanism [13, 14], where the abundance is built up
through a feeble coupling to some particle beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) present in the early Universe
thermal bath. This possibility has been studied by sev-
eral groups in several motivated frameworks [15–27] (see
[28] for a recent summary); while they di↵er in details,
they share two common salient features:

(1) a vanishing mixing between N1 and the active neu-
trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and

(2) a feeble coupling between N1 and a BSM parti-
cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
several reasons to expect the underlying theory of nature
to be supersymmetric. N1 is then part of a supermul-
tiplet that also contains a scalar, a sterile sneutrino Ñ1.

The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1

to decay into N1; furthermore, as we will see, this decay
involves the “feeble” coupling from (2) above, hence Ñ1

can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
ifications of early universe cosmology.
In this paper, we study this “minimal” supersymmet-

ric extension of the sterile neutrino dark matter frame-
work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.

FRAMEWORK

The sterile neutrino dark matter freeze-in framework
requires the following Lagrangian terms [15–18, 20–22,
29] (we only list terms that will be relevant for our study):

L � y
ij

L
i

hN
j

+ x
i

�N̄ c

i

N
i

+ �(H†H)�2. (1)

In addition to the three SM-singlet, sterile neutrinos N
i

,
this setup also features a neutral scalar �. x, y are di-
mensionless numbers; the aforementioned requirement of
vanishing mixing for N1 translates to y

i1 ! 0, corre-
sponding to a Z2 symmetry for N1. The second term
leads to freeze-in production of N1 if the coupling x1 is
“feeble”, x2

1<m
�

/M
Pl

, where M
Pl

is the Planck mass.
If � obtains a vev, this term also gives rise to Majorana
masses for the sterile neutrinos; we do not consider this
possibility here. Finally, the third term accounts for the
interactions of � with the Standard Model (SM) neces-
sary for its presence in the early Universe.

In a supersymmetric theory, each of the above fields is
part of a supermultiplet; we denote the supermultiplets
as � and N

i

, with spin (0, 1/2) components (�, ) and
(Ñ

i

, N
i

) respectively. The Lagrangian terms in Eq. 1 can
then be generated from the following superpotential:

W � y
ij

L
i

H
u

N
j

+ x
i

�N
i

N
i

+
p
��H

u

H
d

(2)
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Sterile neutrino dark matter remains a popular alternative to the WIMP paradigm. If the un-
derlying theory is supersymmetric, we show that its superpartner, the sterile sneutrino, can play a
crucial role in early Universe cosmology, giving rise to several interesting features that are not pos-
sible in the non-supersymmetric framework. In scenarios of freeze-in production of sterile neutrino
dark matter, we demonstrate that sterile sneutrino decays can be the dominant source of produc-
tion of cold, warm, or hot sterile neutrino dark matter, or produce relativistic sterile neutrinos with
contributions to the e↵ective number of relativistic degrees of freedom during BBN large enough to
be confirmed by future measurements.

MOTIVATION

Generating neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism
requires the existence of right handed, sterile neutrinos.
Although two sterile neutrinos are su�cient to generate
the two mass splittings needed to explain the solar and
atmospheric oscillation data, it is reasonable to posit the
existence of a third, in parallel with the known three gen-
erations of quarks and leptons. This third sterile neutrino
is thus a well motivated candidate for dark matter. In the
Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (⌫MSM) [2–4], the re-
quired relic abundance through its small mixing with the
active neutrinos via the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism [1]
for keV scale masses. However, this possibility has now
been ruled out by a combination of X-ray and Lyman-
alpha measurements [4–12].

An alternate production mechanism for sterile neu-
trino dark matter (henceforth referred to as N1), which
does not rely on any active-sterile mixing, is the freeze-
in mechanism [13, 14], where the abundance is built up
through a feeble coupling to some particle beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) present in the early Universe
thermal bath. This possibility has been studied by sev-
eral groups in several motivated frameworks [15–27] (see
[28] for a recent summary); while they di↵er in details,
they share two common salient features:

(1) a vanishing mixing between N1 and the active neu-
trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and

(2) a feeble coupling between N1 and a BSM parti-
cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
several reasons to expect the underlying theory of nature
to be supersymmetric. N1 is then part of a supermul-
tiplet that also contains a scalar, a sterile sneutrino Ñ1.

The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1

to decay into N1; furthermore, as we will see, this decay
involves the “feeble” coupling from (2) above, hence Ñ1

can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
ifications of early universe cosmology.
In this paper, we study this “minimal” supersymmet-

ric extension of the sterile neutrino dark matter frame-
work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.

FRAMEWORK

The sterile neutrino dark matter freeze-in framework
requires the following Lagrangian terms [15–18, 20–22,
29] (we only list terms that will be relevant for our study):

L � y
ij
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i

hN
j

+ x
i

�N̄ c

i

N
i

+ �(H†H)�2. (1)

In addition to the three SM-singlet, sterile neutrinos N
i

,
this setup also features a neutral scalar �. x, y are di-
mensionless numbers; the aforementioned requirement of
vanishing mixing for N1 translates to y

i1 ! 0, corre-
sponding to a Z2 symmetry for N1. The second term
leads to freeze-in production of N1 if the coupling x1 is
“feeble”, x2

1<m
�

/M
Pl

, where M
Pl

is the Planck mass.
If � obtains a vev, this term also gives rise to Majorana
masses for the sterile neutrinos; we do not consider this
possibility here. Finally, the third term accounts for the
interactions of � with the Standard Model (SM) neces-
sary for its presence in the early Universe.

In a supersymmetric theory, each of the above fields is
part of a supermultiplet; we denote the supermultiplets
as � and N
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, with spin (0, 1/2) components (�, ) and
(Ñ

i
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i

) respectively. The Lagrangian terms in Eq. 1 can
then be generated from the following superpotential:
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existence of a third, in parallel with the known three gen-
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trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and

(2) a feeble coupling between N1 and a BSM parti-
cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
several reasons to expect the underlying theory of nature
to be supersymmetric. N1 is then part of a supermul-
tiplet that also contains a scalar, a sterile sneutrino Ñ1.

The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1

to decay into N1; furthermore, as we will see, this decay
involves the “feeble” coupling from (2) above, hence Ñ1

can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
ifications of early universe cosmology.
In this paper, we study this “minimal” supersymmet-

ric extension of the sterile neutrino dark matter frame-
work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.
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If � obtains a vev, this term also gives rise to Majorana
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trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and
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cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
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The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1
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can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
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work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.
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The sterile neutrino dark matter freeze-in framework
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29] (we only list terms that will be relevant for our study):
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mensionless numbers; the aforementioned requirement of
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, where M
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If � obtains a vev, this term also gives rise to Majorana
masses for the sterile neutrinos; we do not consider this
possibility here. Finally, the third term accounts for the
interactions of � with the Standard Model (SM) neces-
sary for its presence in the early Universe.
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terms in Eq. 1 can then be generated from the following
superpotential:

W � yijLiHuNj + xi�NiNi +
p
��HuHd . (2)

This superpotential further generates the following addi-
tional terms (we only list the ones that will be relevant
for our study):

L � xi NiÑi +
p
��H̃uH̃d +

p
�( hdH̃u + huH̃d) (3)

In addition, the following soft terms are also generated
after SUSY breaking:

Lsoft � yijAyijL̃ihuÑj + xiAxi�Ñ1Ñ1 +
p
�A��huhd.

(4)
Note, in particular, that the second term can give rise to
the decay �! Ñ1Ñ1.

In keeping with previous work on freeze-in of sterile
neutrino dark matter [23–36], we take N1 to be light
(sub-GeV scale). N2, N3 are taken to be above the GeV
scale to ensure they decay before BBN and remain com-
patible with cosmological constraints. The heavier par-
ticles �,  , and Ñi are at some heavy scale mSUSY, the
scale of supersymmetry. For concreteness, we also as-
sume R-parity and take the lightest supersymmetric par-
ticle (LSP) to be a sub-TeV Higgsino, which therefore
makes up a small fraction of dark matter.

In general, several permutations of particle masses and
couplings are possible. In this paper, we take m�>mÑ1

,
so that � decays into both the dark matter candidate N1

and its superpartner Ñ1 (this is not strictly necessary
for Ñ1 production, as Ñ1 also gets produced through
annihilation processes in the early Universe). The Z2

symmetry forces Ñ1 to necessarily decay into N1, and
therefore through the x1 N1Ñ1 operator (see Eq. 3). If
mÑ1

>m , Ñ1 decays as Ñ1 !  N1. Otherwise, if
mÑ1

<m , the decay occurs either through an o↵-shell  

as Ñ1 ! N1H̃h, or as Ñ1 ! H̃N1 through  �H̃ mixing,
induced by the final term in Eq. 3 after electroweak sym-
metry breaking; the former dominates formÑ1

/hH0
ui>10.

We will consider both mÑ1
>m and mÑ1

<m in this
paper. In Fig. 1, we show the mass spectrum and the
decays relevant for our study in the mÑ1

>m scenario.

Finally, N2, N3, Ñ2, and Ñ3 decay via the mixings with
their active neutrino or sneutrino counterparts.

FORMALISM

The goal of this paper is to highlight new qualitative
features arising in the supersymmetric framework. We
focus on scenarios where � is in equilibrium at high tem-
peratures T >m�, and its decays during this period re-
sult in the freeze-in production of N1 and Ñ1. No sig-
nificant production of N1 or Ñ1 occurs after � freezes

FIG. 1: Particle masses and relevant decays. Supersymmet-
ric particles are shown in green to highlight how the non-
supersymmetric sterile neutrino freeze-in framework gets ex-
tended. Particles that make up dark matter are denoted by
think lines.

out, as it decays rapidly into lighter SM or SUSY parti-
cles. For cases where mÑ1

<m , we take m � m� so

that � decays remain the dominant source of Ñ1 and N1

production. We ignore the cases where � itself freezes
in, which can also produce sterile neutrino dark matter
[28–31, 37], or where  decay is the dominant production
mechanism, since they do not demonstrate any qualita-
tively new features.
The conditions that � maintain equilibrium with the

thermal bath while N1 and Ñ1 both freeze in from �
decays enforce the following relations between couplings
and masses [22] (we simplify x ⌘ x1, A� ⌘ Ax1):

�2 >
m�

MPl
, x2 <

m�

MPl
, x2

A2
�

m2
�

<
m�

MPl
. (5)

Crucially, note that this feeble coupling x ⌧ 1 results in
a long lifetime for Ñ1.
Since each Ñ1 decay produces an N1 particle, both

direct � decays and Ñ1 decays contribute to the final
dark matter population; these contributions are approx-
imately [22]:

⌦N1h
2(�) ⇠ 1024 x2

2⇡ SN2,3

mN1

m�
(6)

⌦N1h
2(Ñ1) ⇠ 1024 x2

2⇡ SN2,3

mN1

m�

✓
A�
m�

◆2

(7)

Here, SN2,3 (⇠ 1� 30 for GeV scale N2, N3 [16, 38, 39])
accounts for entropy dilution from the late freeze-out and
out-of-equilibrium decay of the other two sterile neutri-
nos N2, N3.
Since Ñ1 decays produce Higgsinos, we must ensure

that Ñ1 decays before Higgsino freeze-out in order for
N1 to form the dominant DM component. Using the
radiation-dominated time-temperature relation H(T ) =

Recall that DW production of sterile neutrino dark matter is now ruled out; need 
to suppress sterile-active mixing below DW + new production mechanism 
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MOTIVATION

Generating neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism
requires the existence of right handed, sterile neutrinos.
Although two sterile neutrinos are su�cient to generate
the two mass splittings needed to explain the solar and
atmospheric oscillation data, it is reasonable to posit the
existence of a third, in parallel with the known three gen-
erations of quarks and leptons. This third sterile neutrino
is thus a well motivated candidate for dark matter. In the
Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (⌫MSM) [2–4], the re-
quired relic abundance through its small mixing with the
active neutrinos via the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism [1]
for keV scale masses. However, this possibility has now
been ruled out by a combination of X-ray and Lyman-
alpha measurements [4–12].

An alternate production mechanism for sterile neu-
trino dark matter (henceforth referred to as N1), which
does not rely on any active-sterile mixing, is the freeze-
in mechanism [13, 14], where the abundance is built up
through a feeble coupling to some particle beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) present in the early Universe
thermal bath. This possibility has been studied by sev-
eral groups in several motivated frameworks [15–27] (see
[28] for a recent summary); while they di↵er in details,
they share two common salient features:

(1) a vanishing mixing between N1 and the active neu-
trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and

(2) a feeble coupling between N1 and a BSM parti-
cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
several reasons to expect the underlying theory of nature
to be supersymmetric. N1 is then part of a supermul-
tiplet that also contains a scalar, a sterile sneutrino Ñ1.

The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1

to decay into N1; furthermore, as we will see, this decay
involves the “feeble” coupling from (2) above, hence Ñ1

can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
ifications of early universe cosmology.
In this paper, we study this “minimal” supersymmet-

ric extension of the sterile neutrino dark matter frame-
work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.

FRAMEWORK

The sterile neutrino dark matter freeze-in framework
requires the following Lagrangian terms [15–18, 20–22,
29] (we only list terms that will be relevant for our study):

L � y
ij

L
i

hN
j

+ x
i

�N̄ c

i

N
i

+ �(H†H)�2. (1)

In addition to the three SM-singlet, sterile neutrinos N
i

,
this setup also features a neutral scalar �. x, y are di-
mensionless numbers; the aforementioned requirement of
vanishing mixing for N1 translates to y

i1 ! 0, corre-
sponding to a Z2 symmetry for N1. The second term
leads to freeze-in production of N1 if the coupling x1 is
“feeble”, x2

1<m
�

/M
Pl

, where M
Pl

is the Planck mass.
If � obtains a vev, this term also gives rise to Majorana
masses for the sterile neutrinos; we do not consider this
possibility here. Finally, the third term accounts for the
interactions of � with the Standard Model (SM) neces-
sary for its presence in the early Universe.

In a supersymmetric theory, each of the above fields is
part of a supermultiplet; we denote the supermultiplets
as � and N

i

, with spin (0, 1/2) components (�, ) and
(Ñ
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, N
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) respectively. The Lagrangian terms in Eq. 1 can
then be generated from the following superpotential:
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Generating neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism
requires the existence of right handed, sterile neutrinos.
Although two sterile neutrinos are su�cient to generate
the two mass splittings needed to explain the solar and
atmospheric oscillation data, it is reasonable to posit the
existence of a third, in parallel with the known three gen-
erations of quarks and leptons. This third sterile neutrino
is thus a well motivated candidate for dark matter. In the
Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (⌫MSM) [2–4], the re-
quired relic abundance through its small mixing with the
active neutrinos via the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism [1]
for keV scale masses. However, this possibility has now
been ruled out by a combination of X-ray and Lyman-
alpha measurements [4–12].

An alternate production mechanism for sterile neu-
trino dark matter (henceforth referred to as N1), which
does not rely on any active-sterile mixing, is the freeze-
in mechanism [13, 14], where the abundance is built up
through a feeble coupling to some particle beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) present in the early Universe
thermal bath. This possibility has been studied by sev-
eral groups in several motivated frameworks [15–27] (see
[28] for a recent summary); while they di↵er in details,
they share two common salient features:

(1) a vanishing mixing between N1 and the active neu-
trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and

(2) a feeble coupling between N1 and a BSM parti-
cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
several reasons to expect the underlying theory of nature
to be supersymmetric. N1 is then part of a supermul-
tiplet that also contains a scalar, a sterile sneutrino Ñ1.

The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1

to decay into N1; furthermore, as we will see, this decay
involves the “feeble” coupling from (2) above, hence Ñ1

can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
ifications of early universe cosmology.
In this paper, we study this “minimal” supersymmet-

ric extension of the sterile neutrino dark matter frame-
work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.

FRAMEWORK

The sterile neutrino dark matter freeze-in framework
requires the following Lagrangian terms [15–18, 20–22,
29] (we only list terms that will be relevant for our study):
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This superpotential further generates the following addi-
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Note, in particular, that the second term gives rise to the
decay �! Ñ1Ñ1.

In keeping with previous work on freeze-in of sterile
neutrino dark matter [15–28], we takeN1 to be light (sub-
GeV scale). N2, N3 are taken to be above the GeV scale
to ensure they decay before BBN and remain compati-
ble with cosmological constraints. The heavier particles
�,  , Ñ

i

are taken to be at some heavy scale m
SUSY

,
the scale of supersymmetry. For concreteness, we also
assume R-parity and take the LSP to be a sub-TeV Hig-
gsino, which therefore contributes a small fraction to the
dark matter abundance.

In general, there are a large number of permutations
of particle masses and couplings that work and give in-
teresting phenomenology. Qualitative di↵erences depend
not on precise masses and couplings but rather on the or-
dering of the hierarchy of particle masses. In this paper,
we take m

�

>m
Ñ1

, so that decays of � into both the dark

matter candidate N1 and its superpartner Ñ1 are allowed
(this is not strictly necessary, as even with the opposite
hierarchy, some Ñ1 gets produced through annihilation
processes in the early Universe). The Z2 symmetry forces
Ñ1 to necessarily decay into N1, and therefore through
the x1 N1Ñ1 operator (see Eq. 3). If m

Ñ1
>m

 

, Ñ1 de-

cays as Ñ1 !  N1. Otherwise, if m
Ñ1

<m
 

, the decay

occurs either through an o↵-shell  as Ñ1 ! N1H̃h or as
Ñ1 ! H̃N1 through  � H̃ mixing, induced by the final
term in Eq. 3 after electroweak symmetry breaking; the
former dominates for m

Ñ1
/hH0

u

i>10. We will consider
both m

Ñ1
>m

 

and m
Ñ1

<m
 

in this paper. Finally,

N2, N3, Ñ2, and Ñ3 all decay via mixing with their ac-
tive counterparts induced by the first term in Eq. 1. In
Fig. 1, we show the mass spectrum and the decays rele-
vant for our analysis in the m

Ñ1
>m

 

case.

FORMALISM

The goal of this paper is to highlight new qualitative
features arising in the supersymmetric framework; there-
fore, we work with approximate analytic formulae rather
than full-fledged numerical results. We also restrict our
focus to scenarios where � is in equilibrium at high tem-
peratures T >m

�

, and its decays during this period re-
sult in the freeze-in production of N1 and Ñ1 (via the

FIG. 1: Particle masses and relevant decays. Supersym-
metric particles are shown in green to highlight how the
non-supersymmetric framework gets extended. Particles that
make up dark matter are denoted by think lines.
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we assume that m
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cays provide the dominant source of Ñ1 and N1. After
� freezes out, it decays rapidly into lighter SM or SUSY
particles, so that no significant production of N1 or Ñ1

occurs in this period. We ignore scenarios where � itself
freezes in, which can also produce sterile neutrino dark
matter [20–23, 29], and where  decays dominate, since
they do not feature any new qualitative behavior.
The conditions that � maintain equilibrium with the

thermal bath while N1 and Ñ1 both freeze in from �
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Here, S
N2,3 accounts for entropy dilution from the late

freeze-out and decay of the other two sterile neutrinos
N2, N3. For GeV scale masses, S

N2,3 ⇠ 1 � 100 [30–32];
in our calculations, we scan over this range.
Since Ñ1 decays produce H̃, Ñ1 decays must occur

while the Higgsinos are still in equilibrium in order for
N1 to form the dominant component of dark matter. Us-
ing the radiation-dominated time-temperature relation
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MOTIVATION

Generating neutrino masses via the seesaw mechanism
requires the existence of right handed, sterile neutrinos.
Although two sterile neutrinos are su�cient to generate
the two mass splittings needed to explain the solar and
atmospheric oscillation data, it is reasonable to posit the
existence of a third, in parallel with the known three gen-
erations of quarks and leptons. This third sterile neutrino
is thus a well motivated candidate for dark matter. In the
Neutrino Minimal Standard Model (⌫MSM) [2–4], the re-
quired relic abundance through its small mixing with the
active neutrinos via the Dodelson-Widrow mechanism [1]
for keV scale masses. However, this possibility has now
been ruled out by a combination of X-ray and Lyman-
alpha measurements [4–12].

An alternate production mechanism for sterile neu-
trino dark matter (henceforth referred to as N1), which
does not rely on any active-sterile mixing, is the freeze-
in mechanism [13, 14], where the abundance is built up
through a feeble coupling to some particle beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) present in the early Universe
thermal bath. This possibility has been studied by sev-
eral groups in several motivated frameworks [15–27] (see
[28] for a recent summary); while they di↵er in details,
they share two common salient features:

(1) a vanishing mixing between N1 and the active neu-
trinos, necessary to make N1 long-lived and alleviate ten-
sion with observations, and

(2) a feeble coupling between N1 and a BSM parti-
cle present in the early Universe, which facilitates DM
production.

The first appears unnatural at face value but could,
for instance, be rendered technically natural in the limit
of a Z2 symmetry that N1 is charged under, which could
be built into the details of the underlying model.

Independent of dark matter considerations, there are
several reasons to expect the underlying theory of nature
to be supersymmetric. N1 is then part of a supermul-
tiplet that also contains a scalar, a sterile sneutrino Ñ1.

The aforementioned Z2 symmetry necessarily requires Ñ1

to decay into N1; furthermore, as we will see, this decay
involves the “feeble” coupling from (2) above, hence Ñ1

can potentially be long-lived, leading to interesting mod-
ifications of early universe cosmology.
In this paper, we study this “minimal” supersymmet-

ric extension of the sterile neutrino dark matter frame-
work with (1) and (2) above, which are generic, model-
independent features of the freeze-in mechanism. We
demonstrate that significant deviations are possible from
the non-supersymmetric framework, and Ñ1 can, under
appropriate conditions, be an important source of dark
matter and dark radiation in the Universe.

FRAMEWORK

The sterile neutrino dark matter freeze-in framework
requires the following Lagrangian terms [15–18, 20–22,
29] (we only list terms that will be relevant for our study):
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In addition to the three SM-singlet, sterile neutrinos N
i

,
this setup also features a neutral scalar �. x, y are di-
mensionless numbers; the aforementioned requirement of
vanishing mixing for N1 translates to y

i1 ! 0, corre-
sponding to a Z2 symmetry for N1. The second term
leads to freeze-in production of N1 if the coupling x1 is
“feeble”, x2
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, where M
Pl

is the Planck mass.
If � obtains a vev, this term also gives rise to Majorana
masses for the sterile neutrinos; we do not consider this
possibility here. Finally, the third term accounts for the
interactions of � with the Standard Model (SM) neces-
sary for its presence in the early Universe.

In a supersymmetric theory, each of the above fields is
part of a supermultiplet; we denote the supermultiplets
as � and N
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This superpotential further generates the following addi-
tional terms (we only list the ones that will be relevant
for our study):
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Note, in particular, that the second term gives rise to the
decay �! Ñ1Ñ1.

In keeping with previous work on freeze-in of sterile
neutrino dark matter [15–28], we takeN1 to be light (sub-
GeV scale). N2, N3 are taken to be above the GeV scale
to ensure they decay before BBN and remain compati-
ble with cosmological constraints. The heavier particles
�,  , Ñ

i

are taken to be at some heavy scale m
SUSY

,
the scale of supersymmetry. For concreteness, we also
assume R-parity and take the LSP to be a sub-TeV Hig-
gsino, which therefore contributes a small fraction to the
dark matter abundance.

In general, there are a large number of permutations
of particle masses and couplings that work and give in-
teresting phenomenology. Qualitative di↵erences depend
not on precise masses and couplings but rather on the or-
dering of the hierarchy of particle masses. In this paper,
we take m

�

>m
Ñ1

, so that decays of � into both the dark

matter candidate N1 and its superpartner Ñ1 are allowed
(this is not strictly necessary, as even with the opposite
hierarchy, some Ñ1 gets produced through annihilation
processes in the early Universe). The Z2 symmetry forces
Ñ1 to necessarily decay into N1, and therefore through
the x1 N1Ñ1 operator (see Eq. 3). If m

Ñ1
>m

 

, Ñ1 de-

cays as Ñ1 !  N1. Otherwise, if m
Ñ1

<m
 

, the decay

occurs either through an o↵-shell  as Ñ1 ! N1H̃h or as
Ñ1 ! H̃N1 through  � H̃ mixing, induced by the final
term in Eq. 3 after electroweak symmetry breaking; the
former dominates for m

Ñ1
/hH0

u

i>10. We will consider
both m

Ñ1
>m

 

and m
Ñ1

<m
 

in this paper. Finally,

N2, N3, Ñ2, and Ñ3 all decay via mixing with their ac-
tive counterparts induced by the first term in Eq. 1. In
Fig. 1, we show the mass spectrum and the decays rele-
vant for our analysis in the m

Ñ1
>m

 

case.

FORMALISM

The goal of this paper is to highlight new qualitative
features arising in the supersymmetric framework; there-
fore, we work with approximate analytic formulae rather
than full-fledged numerical results. We also restrict our
focus to scenarios where � is in equilibrium at high tem-
peratures T >m

�

, and its decays during this period re-
sult in the freeze-in production of N1 and Ñ1 (via the

FIG. 1: Particle masses and relevant decays. Supersym-
metric particles are shown in green to highlight how the
non-supersymmetric framework gets extended. Particles that
make up dark matter are denoted by think lines.

first term in Eq. 1 and the second term in Eq. 4 respec-
tively). For m

Ñ1
<m

 

,  decays can also produce Ñ1;
we assume that m

 

� m
�

in such cases, so that � de-
cays provide the dominant source of Ñ1 and N1. After
� freezes out, it decays rapidly into lighter SM or SUSY
particles, so that no significant production of N1 or Ñ1

occurs in this period. We ignore scenarios where � itself
freezes in, which can also produce sterile neutrino dark
matter [20–23, 29], and where  decays dominate, since
they do not feature any new qualitative behavior.
The conditions that � maintain equilibrium with the

thermal bath while N1 and Ñ1 both freeze in from �
decays enforce the following relations between couplings
and masses [14] (we simplify x ⌘ x1, A� ⌘ A

x1):
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Crucially, this feeble coupling x ⌧ 1 results in a long
lifetime for Ñ1.
Since each Ñ1 decays into an N1, both direct � de-

cays and Ñ1 decays contribute to the final dark matter
population; these contributions are approximately [14]:
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Here, S
N2,3 accounts for entropy dilution from the late

freeze-out and decay of the other two sterile neutrinos
N2, N3. For GeV scale masses, S

N2,3 ⇠ 1 � 100 [30–32];
in our calculations, we scan over this range.
Since Ñ1 decays produce H̃, Ñ1 decays must occur

while the Higgsinos are still in equilibrium in order for
N1 to form the dominant component of dark matter. Us-
ing the radiation-dominated time-temperature relation

• each decay produces an N1 particle 
• can be fairly long lived (and dominate energy density) 
• must decay before LSP decoupling
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Figure 1: Log-Log plot of the evolution of the relic yields for conventional freeze-
out (solid coloured) and freeze-in via a Yukawa interaction (dashed coloured) as a
function of x = m/T . The black solid line indicates the yield assuming equilibrium is
maintained, while the arrows indicate the e↵ect of increasing coupling strength for the
two processes. Note that the freeze-in yield is dominated by the epoch x ⇠ 2 � 5, in
contrast to freeze-out which only departs from equilibrium for x ⇠ 20� 30.

of the freeze-out mechanism is that for renormalisable couplings the yield is dominated by low
temperatures with freeze-out typically occurring at a temperature a factor of 20 � 25 below the
DM mass, and so is independent of the uncertain early thermal history of the universe and possible
new interactions at high scales.

Are there other possibilities, apart from freeze-out, where a relic abundance reflects a com-
bination of initial thermal distributions together with particle masses and couplings that can be
measured in the laboratory or astrophysically? In particular we seek cases, like the most attractive
form of freeze-out, where production is IR dominated by low temperatures of order the DM mass,
m, and is independent of unknown UV quantities, such as the reheat temperature after inflation.

In this paper we show that there is an alternate mechanism, “freeze-in”, with these features.
Suppose that at temperature T there is a set of bath particles that are in thermal equilibrium and
some other long-lived particle X, having interactions with the bath that are so feeble that X is
thermally decoupled from the plasma. We make the crucial assumption that the earlier history
of the universe makes the abundance of X negligibly small, whether by inflation or some other
mechanism. Although feeble, the interactions with the bath do lead to some X production and,
for renormalisable interactions, the dominant production of X occurs as T drops below the mass
of X (providing X is heavier than the bath particles with which it interacts). The abundance of
X “freezes-in” with a yield that increases with the interaction strength of X with the bath.

Freeze-in can be viewed as the opposite process to freeze-out. As the temperature drops below
the mass of the relevant particle, the DM is either heading away from (freeze-out) or towards
(freeze-in) thermal equilibrium. Freeze-out begins with a full T 3 thermal number density of DM

2
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FIG. 2: Parameter space with cold, warm, and hot dark mat-
ter (black, blue, and red regions respectively). For all points
in the plot, ⌦h2 = 0.12, m� = 1011 GeV, A�/m� = 10.

FIG. 3: Cold, warm, hot dark matter (black, blue, and red
regions respectively) for mN1 = 1 MeV and mÑ1

= 106 GeV.

more energetic, resulting in larger free streaming lengths.
It should be clarified that regions where the full dark
matter relic density can be achieved extend beyond the
boundaries of this plot. The demarcation of cold, warm,
and hot regions depends not only on m

Ñ1
and m

N1 but
also on the other parameters (in particular, the ones that
determine Ñ1 lifetime); this point is illustrated in Fig. 3,
where we show that all three possibilities can be realized
for the same choice of m

Ñ1
and m

N1 (fixed to 106 GeV
and 1 MeV respectively) by varying m

�

and A
�

.
Dark radiation: Next, we consider scenarios where

extremely energetic N1 can contribute to �Ne↵ dur-
ing BBN. Here we choose m

Ñ1
<m

 

so that Ñ1 decays

through the 3-body channel Ñ1 ! N1H̃h with a long
lifetime, producing a relativistic population of N1. As
discussed in the previous section, these can only com-
prise a subdominant component of dark matter, and we
fix its abundance to 1% of the total dark matter abun-
dance by choosing A

�

= 0.1m
�

, with � ! N1N1 the
dominant source of the dark matter abundance.

In Fig. 4 we plot �Ne↵ at BBN as a function of N1

and Ñ1 masses from a scan over parameter space. Red,

FIG. 4: �Ne↵ for di↵erent N1 and Ñ1 masses. Red, green,
blue, and black points denote �Ne↵ in the ranges > 0.3, 0.1�
0.3, 0.01 � 0.1, and < 0.01 respectively. For all points, Ñ1

decays account for 1% of the dark matter abundance, while
� decays produce the rest of dark matter.

green, blue, and black points represent �Ne↵ in the
ranges > 0.3, 0.1 � 0.3, 0.01 � 0.1, and < 0.01 respec-
tively. Large contributions to �Ne↵ comparable to cur-
rent bounds are found to be possible while satisfying all
the enforced constraints. The largest values are realized
for m

N1 ⇠ 0.01� 1 MeV and m
Ñ1

⇠ 109 � 1012 GeV: for

lighter Ñ1 or heavier N1, the dark matter particles are
not su�ciently relativistic at BBN, whereas heavier Ñ1

(which forces � to be heavier) or lighter N1 both require
larger x to maintain the correct dark matter abundance
(see Eq.6), which reduces the lifetime of Ñ1.
We emphasize that Figures 2, 3, and 4 are based on

specific assumptions and values of parameters, and the
various regions in these plots can shift around as they are
varied (such as having � freeze in instead of maintaining
equilibrium, a di↵erent mass hierarchy, or allowing rela-
tivistic N1 to form more or less than 1% of dark matter.)

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that a supersym-
metric extension of the widely studied sterile neutrino
dark matter framework with the basic features of dark
matter freeze-in, namely an underlying symmetry that
protects the dark matter candidate and a feeble coupling
that facilitates dark matter production, can introduce
several qualitatively new cosmological features that are
not possible in the non-supersymmetric scenario.
The most generic feature is the presence of multiple

production mechanisms for dark matter, in particular the
decay of the superpartner, the sterile sneutrino. In addi-
tion to extending the allowed parameter space for sterile
neutrino dark matter, this makes possible the scenario
of multiple-component dark matter with a single con-
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through the 3-body channel Ñ1 ! N1H̃h with a long
lifetime, producing a relativistic population of N1. As
discussed in the previous section, these can only com-
prise a subdominant component of dark matter, and we
fix its abundance to 1% of the total dark matter abun-
dance by choosing A

�

= 0.1m
�

, with � ! N1N1 the
dominant source of the dark matter abundance.

In Fig. 4 we plot �Ne↵ at BBN as a function of N1

and Ñ1 masses from a scan over parameter space. Red,

FIG. 4: �Ne↵ for di↵erent N1 and Ñ1 masses. Red, green,
blue, and black points denote �Ne↵ in the ranges > 0.3, 0.1�
0.3, 0.01 � 0.1, and < 0.01 respectively. For all points, Ñ1

decays account for 1% of the dark matter abundance, while
� decays produce the rest of dark matter.

green, blue, and black points represent �Ne↵ in the
ranges > 0.3, 0.1 � 0.3, 0.01 � 0.1, and < 0.01 respec-
tively. Large contributions to �Ne↵ comparable to cur-
rent bounds are found to be possible while satisfying all
the enforced constraints. The largest values are realized
for m

N1 ⇠ 0.01� 1 MeV and m
Ñ1

⇠ 109 � 1012 GeV: for

lighter Ñ1 or heavier N1, the dark matter particles are
not su�ciently relativistic at BBN, whereas heavier Ñ1

(which forces � to be heavier) or lighter N1 both require
larger x to maintain the correct dark matter abundance
(see Eq.6), which reduces the lifetime of Ñ1.
We emphasize that Figures 2, 3, and 4 are based on

specific assumptions and values of parameters, and the
various regions in these plots can shift around as they are
varied (such as having � freeze in instead of maintaining
equilibrium, a di↵erent mass hierarchy, or allowing rela-
tivistic N1 to form more or less than 1% of dark matter.)

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that a supersym-
metric extension of the widely studied sterile neutrino
dark matter framework with the basic features of dark
matter freeze-in, namely an underlying symmetry that
protects the dark matter candidate and a feeble coupling
that facilitates dark matter production, can introduce
several qualitatively new cosmological features that are
not possible in the non-supersymmetric scenario.
The most generic feature is the presence of multiple

production mechanisms for dark matter, in particular the
decay of the superpartner, the sterile sneutrino. In addi-
tion to extending the allowed parameter space for sterile
neutrino dark matter, this makes possible the scenario
of multiple-component dark matter with a single con-
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and we verify that this is higher than O(100) GeV.
An interesting phenomenological aspect of sterile neu-

trino dark matter is that it can be warm or hot, as char-
acterized by its free-streaming length ⇤

FS

, defined as the
distance travelled by a dark matter particle since its pro-
duction at time t
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to the present time t0
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Here v(t) and a(t) are the velocity of the DM particle
and the scale factor respectively at time t. As a rough
guide, we take ⇤

FS

. 0.01 Mpc, 0.01 . ⇤
FS

. 0.1 Mpc,
and 0.1 Mpc . ⇤

FS

to denote cold, warm, and hot dark
matter respectively [29].
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N1 and Ñ1 decays extremely late, the pop-

ulation of N1 produced from such Ñ1 decays can be ex-
tremely energetic, and act as dark radiation. It is well
known that a species that forms all of dark matter can-
not account for any measurable dark radiation in the
Universe [29, 33, 34]. However, this constraint can be
circumvented in our setup since the hot N1 population
produced from Ñ1 decays does not mix with the cold N1

population from � decays, which can be the dominant
dark matter component. A subdominant, hot population
from Ñ1 decays can then act as dark radiation; we conser-
vatively take this fraction to be . 1% (as in [35]), which
should leave structure formation una↵ected. We note
that heavy, long-lived Ñ1 can grow to dominate the en-
ergy density of the Universe, introducing an intermediate
matter dominated phase, subsequently releasing entropy
that reheats the SM bath and dilutes the dark matter
abundance; this indeed occurs in part of our parameter
space, and we correct for these e↵ects appropriately.

Such energetic N1 contribute to the e↵ective number
of relativistic degrees of freedom �Ne↵ during Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) (which we take to be at T

BBN

=
4 MeV). This contribution can be estimated as [29]
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which compares the kinetic part of the sterile neutrino
energy density with ⇢fermtherm, the energy density of a per-
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Here, ⌦h2 represents relic abundance from Ñ1 decay only,
as this is the only relativistic component at BBN.
While there are stronger constraints on �Ne↵ from

the era of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) decou-
pling, the N1 generally redshift and become nonrelativis-
tic by this time [29], resulting in weaker constraints over-
all; hence we only focus on �Ne↵ during BBN.

RESULTS

In this section, we discuss how the dark matter relic
abundance, composition, free-streaming length, and con-
tribution to �Ne↵ are a↵ected in the supersymmetric
framework. Rather than perform exhaustive scans over
all allowed parameter space, we simply highlight the main
qualitative features that are possible.
Abundance and Composition: In the supersymmetric

framework, the N1 population acts as multi-component
dark matter as the fractions produced from � and Ñ1

decays do not interact with each other. The respective
abundances of these two components are as given in Eq. 6,
7; these di↵er by a factor of (A

�

/m
�

)2, and since we
expect A

�

⇠ m
�

⇠ m
SUSY

, the two abundances are
generally of comparable magnitude. In general, for given
values of m

�

and m
N

, the desired relic abundance can be
obtained by appropriately picking the values of x and A

�

as long as Eq.5 remains satisfied. It is important to note
here that a fsupersymmetric framework opens up more
parameter space where sterile neutrino dark matter can
be realized, since N1 from Ñ1 decays with A

�

>m
�

can
produce the desired dark matter abundance for values of
x,m

�

, and m
N

that would have resulted in insu�cient
production in the non-supersymmetric scenario.
Free-streaming length: Ñ1 decays can produce dark

matter that is cold, warm, or hot. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where we delineate combinations of sterile neu-
trino and sterile sneutrino masses that give rise to cold,
warm, or hot dark matter as defined in the previous
section. In this plot, m

Ñ1
>m

 

, so that Ñ1 decays as

Ñ1 !  N1; m�

= 1011 GeV, so that � ! Ñ1Ñ1 is al-
lowed at all points; A

�

= 10m
�

, so that Ñ1 produces
essentially all of dark matter; and x is chosen to produce
the desired relic density ⌦h2 = 0.12. As expected, for
heavier Ñ1 or lighter N1, dark matter particles become
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the desired relic density ⌦h2 = 0.12. As expected, for
heavier Ñ1 or lighter N1, dark matter particles becomecoupling x chosen to produce correct relic density
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FIG. 2: Parameter space with cold, warm, and hot dark mat-
ter (black, blue, and red regions respectively). For all points
in the plot, ⌦h2 = 0.12, m� = 1011 GeV, A�/m� = 10.

FIG. 3: Cold, warm, hot dark matter (black, blue, and red
regions respectively) for mN1 = 1 MeV and mÑ1

= 106 GeV.

more energetic, resulting in larger free streaming lengths.
It should be clarified that regions where the full dark
matter relic density can be achieved extend beyond the
boundaries of this plot. The demarcation of cold, warm,
and hot regions depends not only on m

Ñ1
and m

N1 but
also on the other parameters (in particular, the ones that
determine Ñ1 lifetime); this point is illustrated in Fig. 3,
where we show that all three possibilities can be realized
for the same choice of m

Ñ1
and m

N1 (fixed to 106 GeV
and 1 MeV respectively) by varying m

�

and A
�

.
Dark radiation: Next, we consider scenarios where

extremely energetic N1 can contribute to �Ne↵ dur-
ing BBN. Here we choose m

Ñ1
<m

 

so that Ñ1 decays

through the 3-body channel Ñ1 ! N1H̃h with a long
lifetime, producing a relativistic population of N1. As
discussed in the previous section, these can only com-
prise a subdominant component of dark matter, and we
fix its abundance to 1% of the total dark matter abun-
dance by choosing A

�

= 0.1m
�

, with � ! N1N1 the
dominant source of the dark matter abundance.

In Fig. 4 we plot �Ne↵ at BBN as a function of N1

and Ñ1 masses from a scan over parameter space. Red,

FIG. 4: �Ne↵ for di↵erent N1 and Ñ1 masses. Red, green,
blue, and black points denote �Ne↵ in the ranges > 0.3, 0.1�
0.3, 0.01 � 0.1, and < 0.01 respectively. For all points, Ñ1

decays account for 1% of the dark matter abundance, while
� decays produce the rest of dark matter.

green, blue, and black points represent �Ne↵ in the
ranges > 0.3, 0.1 � 0.3, 0.01 � 0.1, and < 0.01 respec-
tively. Large contributions to �Ne↵ comparable to cur-
rent bounds are found to be possible while satisfying all
the enforced constraints. The largest values are realized
for m

N1 ⇠ 0.01� 1 MeV and m
Ñ1

⇠ 109 � 1012 GeV: for

lighter Ñ1 or heavier N1, the dark matter particles are
not su�ciently relativistic at BBN, whereas heavier Ñ1

(which forces � to be heavier) or lighter N1 both require
larger x to maintain the correct dark matter abundance
(see Eq.6), which reduces the lifetime of Ñ1.
We emphasize that Figures 2, 3, and 4 are based on

specific assumptions and values of parameters, and the
various regions in these plots can shift around as they are
varied (such as having � freeze in instead of maintaining
equilibrium, a di↵erent mass hierarchy, or allowing rela-
tivistic N1 to form more or less than 1% of dark matter.)

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have demonstrated that a supersym-
metric extension of the widely studied sterile neutrino
dark matter framework with the basic features of dark
matter freeze-in, namely an underlying symmetry that
protects the dark matter candidate and a feeble coupling
that facilitates dark matter production, can introduce
several qualitatively new cosmological features that are
not possible in the non-supersymmetric scenario.
The most generic feature is the presence of multiple

production mechanisms for dark matter, in particular the
decay of the superpartner, the sterile sneutrino. In addi-
tion to extending the allowed parameter space for sterile
neutrino dark matter, this makes possible the scenario
of multiple-component dark matter with a single con-

• cannot be all of DM, else DM today is too hot, inconsistent with structure formation 

• can be a subdominant (e.g. <1%) fraction of dark matter (from sterile sneutrino decay), if 
the rest of dark matter is cold (from phi decay)

• generally needs a multi-component dark matter setup; in our framework, N1 can be 
both! cold component from phi decay, hot component from sterile sneutrino decay! 
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of degrees of freedom in the bath, the temperature of
the SM bath when Ñ1 decays is approximately Tdecay ⇡
(�Ñ1

M0)1/2, where �Ñ1
is the decay width of Ñ1. In

our calculations, we ensure that Tdecay is higher than the
Higgsino freeze-out temperature ⇠ mH̃/20.

Sterile neutrino dark matter can be cold, warm, or hot,
as characterized by its free-streaming length ⇤FS , defined
as the distance travelled by a dark matter particle from
its production at time tp to the present time t0

⇤FS =

Z t0

tp

hv(t)i
a(t)

dt . (8)

Here v(t) and a(t) are the DM velocity and the scale
factor respectively at a given time t. As a rough guide,
we take ⇤FS . 0.01 Mpc, 0.01 . ⇤FS . 0.1 Mpc, and
0.1 Mpc . ⇤FS as corresponding to cold, warm, and hot
dark matter respectively [37].

If mÑ1
� mN1 and Ñ1 decays extremely late, the pop-

ulation of N1 produced from such decays can be rel-
ativistic and act as dark radiation. It is well known
that a species that forms all of dark matter cannot ac-
count for any measurable dark radiation in the Universe
[37, 40, 41]. However, this constraint can be circum-
vented in our framework since the hot N1 population
produced from Ñ1 decays does not mix with the cold
N1 population from � decays. The latter population can
thus be the dominant dark matter component, while a
subdominant, hot population from Ñ1 decays forms dark
radiation; we conservatively take this fraction to be . 1%
(as in [42]), which should leave structure formation un-
a↵ected. We note that heavy, long-lived Ñ1 can grow to
dominate the energy density of the Universe, introduc-
ing an intermediate phase of matter domination, subse-
quently releasing entropy that reheats the thermal bath
and dilutes the dark matter abundance. This indeed oc-
curs in parts of our parameter space, and we correct for
these e↵ects appropriately.

Such energetic N1 contribute to the e↵ective number
of relativistic degrees of freedom �Ne↵ during Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN) (which we take to be at TBBN =
4 MeV). This contribution can be estimated as

�Ne↵ =
⇢N1

⇢⌫

����
T=TBBN

, (9)

which compares the sterile neutrino energy density with
the energy density of a neutrino species in equilibrium
at the same temperature. Current bounds on �Ne↵ at
BBN are at the level of ⇠ 0.3 at 1� [43]. With the sim-
plifying assumption that all of the Ñ1 population decays
at Tdecay and N1 is produced with typical energy mÑ1

/2
(mÑ1

/3) in a two (three) body decay process, which gets

redshifted by a factor S1/3
N2,3

(g⇤SM/g⇤BBN )1/3 due to sub-
sequent entropy dilution, �Ne↵ can be approximated as

(for the three body decay case)

�Ne↵ ⇡ 10�8

S
1/3
N2,3

(g⇤SM/g⇤BBN )1/3
⌦h2

mÑ1

Tdecay

GeV

mN1

⇡ 0.2

✓
⌦h2

0.0012

◆✓
10�8

mÑ1

Tdecay

◆✓
MeV

mN1

◆✓
10

SN2,3

◆1/3

(10)

Here, ⌦h2 represents the present relic abundance that
originated from Ñ1 decay, as this is the only component
that is relativistic at BBN.
While there are stronger constraints on �Ne↵ from

the later era of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
decoupling, the N1 particles generally redshift and be-
come nonrelativistic by this time [37], resulting in weaker
constraints, hence we only focus on �Ne↵ during BBN.
However, we do note that light (sub-eV) mass sterile neu-
trinos produced in this manner could contribute to �Ne↵

at CMB decoupling, and might be relevant for alleviating
the recent tension between the local and CMB-inferred
measurements of the Hubble rate [44].

RESULTS

In this section, we investigate modifications to dark
matter properties in the supersymmetric framework.
Abundance and Composition: The N1 population acts

as multi-component dark matter as the fractions pro-
duced from � and Ñ1 decays do not interact with
each other. The two abundances di↵er by a factor of
(A�/m�)2 (see Eqs. 6, 7). Since we expect A� ⇠ m� ⇠
mSUSY, the two abundances are generally of comparable
magnitude. For given values of m� and mN1 , the desired
relic abundance can be obtained by selecting appropriate
values of x and A� as long as Eq. 5 remains satisfied. Due
to the presence of an additional dark matter production
mechanism in Ñ1 decays, the supersymmetric framework
opens up more parameter space where sterile neutrino
dark matter can be realized.
Free-streaming length: Ñ1 decays can produce dark

matter that is cold, warm, or hot. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where we delineate combinations of sterile neu-
trino and sterile sneutrino masses that give rise to cold,
warm, or hot dark matter (regions where the full dark
matter relic density can be achieved extend beyond the
boundaries of this plot). In this plot, mÑ1

>m , so that

Ñ1 decays as Ñ1 !  N1; m� = 1011 GeV, so that
� ! Ñ1Ñ1 is allowed at all points; A� = 10m�, so
that Ñ1 decays account for essentially all of dark mat-
ter; and x is chosen to produce the desired relic density
⌦h2 = 0.12. As expected, heavier Ñ1 or lighter N1 cause
dark matter particles to become more energetic, resulting
in larger free streaming lengths. Note, however, that the
demarcation of cold, warm, and hot regions depends not
only on mÑ1

and mN1 but also on other parameters (in
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